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WATER WAVES GENERATED BY THE TRANSLATORY

AND OSCILLATOR Y SURFACE DISTURBANCE

T. Yao-tsu Wu

1. Introduction and Summary

The problem under consideration is that of two-dimensional

gravity waves in water generated by a surface disturbance which

oscillates with frequency D/2rr and moves with constant rectilinear

velocity U over the free water surface. The pre sent treatment

may be regarded as a generalization of a previous paper by

De Prima and Wu (Ref. 1) who treated the surface waves due to a

disturbance which has only the rectilinear motion. It was pointed

out in Ref. 1 that the dispersive effect, not the viscous effect, plays

the significant role in producing the final stationary wave configura

tion, and the detailed dispersion phenomenon clearly exhibits itself

through the formulation of a corresponding initial value problem.

Following this viewpoint, the present problem is again formulated

first as an initial value problem in which the surface disturbance

starts to act at a certain time instant and maintains the pre scribed

motion thereafter. If at any finite time instant the boundary condi

tion is imposed that the resulting disturbance vanishes at infinite

distance (because of the finite wave velocity), then the limiting solu

tion, with the time oscillating term factored out, is mathematically

determinate as the time tends to infinity and also automatically has

the desired physical properties.
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From the associated physical constants of this problem, namely

n '. U, and the gravity constant g, a nondimensional parameter of

importance is found to be a. =: 40 U/g. The asymptotic solution for

large time shows that the space distribution of the wave trains are

different for 0 < a < 1 and a> 1. For 0 < a < 1 and time large, the

solution shows that there are three wave trains in the downstream and

one wave in the upstream of the disturbance. For a.> 1, two of

these waves are suppressed, leaving two waves in the downstream.

At a::: 1, a kind of lire sonance" phenomenon re sults in which the

amplitude and the extent in space of one particular wave both increase

with time at a rate proportional to Two other special cases:

(1) .0. -- 0 and U > 0, (2) U = 0, D. > 0 are also discussed; in

the se case s the solution reduces to known re sults.

2. Formulation of the Problem

We consider the propagation of surface gravity waves in an

infinite ocean, initially at rest, due to a pressure disturbance which

oscillates with frequency .n IZrr and moves with constant rectilinear

velocity U over the free surface. The flow motion is taken to be two-

dimensional in an xy-plane, with the y-axis taken vertically upward,

y=:O coinciding with the undisturbed free surface, and the origin

being fixed with respect to the applied pressure so that the free

stream has velocity U in the direction of x positive. The surface

pressure may be described as

p=o
on

=: p (x) e1 t
o

for time t:::;;o.

for t>O,
(1 )
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where p (x) is an arbitrary function of x, assumed to be absoo

lute ly integrable with re speet to x. The liquid medium is taken to

be inviscid and incompressible of constant density p. Thus, there

exists a perturbed velocity potential <p (x, y, t) in the lower half

plane where it satisfies

cD + (0 - 0,. xx T yy
for y< 0, t>o. (2)

(Here partial derivatives are denoted with subscripts.) The total

flow velocity now has the components (U + <p , <p). When surfacex y

tension is neglected, the linearized boundary conditions on the free

surface (cf. Ref. 2) are

a a I i.Cl.t
(IT +U dX) q> +g ~ = - p Po (x) e

} on y= 0 for t>o,

(3)

(4)

where ~ (x, t) is the vertical displacement of the free surface,

measured upward from y = 0, and g is the gravitational constant.

At space infinity, we impose the condition that for any finite t,

as Ixl-oo, (5)

and <p, Igrad <f I - 0
2 2

a s (x +y ) - 00 fo r y < 0; (6 )

in fact, they tend to zero in such a way that their Fourier transforms

with respect to x exist. These conditions are suggested by the

argument that the wave velocity of the waves having .finite wave

length is finite. At t =° we prescribe the zero initial conditions
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'P (x, y, 0) = ~(x,O) =0 for y < 0, (7)

which asserts that the flow is initially uniform with the free surface

undisturbed. This completes the statement of the problem. In what

follows both.n and U are taken to be positive, and for physical prob-

lems one may interpret the re sult by taking its real or imaginary part.

It is not difficult to obtain an integral representation of the solu-

tion of this initial value problem. For example, the method of using

the Fourier transform with respect to x and Laplace transform,

with respect to t, as was used in Ref. I, may readily be applied to

this problem to yield

'P (x, y, t) J
oo

1 .at
= - e1

p (~) 4> (x - ~, y, t) d ~ ,p 0

-00

(Sa)

4>(x,y,t)=_~r
4rr Jr

for y:5: 0; and

st
e J

OO {-ikXds eky e (Uk-n+ is)

s (Uk-n+is)2_ gk
o

_ eikx(Uk +Il-is) } dk

(Uk+fl.-is)2_ gk

(8b)

1
00

1 'n t~(x,t)=_el . p(~)
p 0

-00

H(x-~, t) d~, (9a)

H(x, t) =-+J
41T 1 r

-ikx ikx Je + e__~__

(Uk-fl.+is)2_ gk (Uk+n-is)2_ gk

(9b)

kdk.

In (8b) and (9b), tht:; contour r is taken parallel to the imaginary s-

axis, located to the right of all the singularities of the integrand in the



complex s-plane. If the variable k is taken to be real, then the

singularities of the integrand in the s-plane are five poles, all

located on the imaginary s-axis at s= 0, iGO
l

, iGO
Z

' iG0
3

, iG0
4

,

where

5

= Uk -fi ± Jgk, G0
3

} -- -[Uk+!lTJgkJ,

G04

(10)

in which [k is interpreted as its positive branch. Thus the

contour r may be taken along s = So+ i ~ with So = const > 0 and

'11 running from -00 to +00. It may be noted that this solution is

also the unique solution of our problem.

By carrying out the s-integral, some alternative forms of the

solution are obtained:

1 fOO ky It -in "t'
~(x, y, t) = - iT e dk e cos k(x- U't) cos

o 0

or

y<O;

( lla)

~ = _1_.JOOeky {e- ikX [_l__e_

iGO

_
l
_

t

4~1 00 1
o

(llb)

where OOI(k) ... 004(k) are given by (10). Also,

JOO Jt1 k -in"&' .
H(x, t) = - iT Jg i dk e cos k (x- U "t') sm

o 0

Or

Jgk'''t'd''t', (lZa)
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i(03 t

J
}

l-e dk.
(03

(I2b)

It will be seen that the zeros of (01 (k) ... ro 4(k) play an important

role in the subsequent analysis. They are given by the relation

where

( 13)

lto ((1+0.)1/2+ lJ2 , 4Du0.=--
g

(14)

The nondimensional parameter a actually represents a reduced fre-

quency of the motion which provides an estimate of the combined

effect of the oscillatory and translational motion relative to the gravi

tational effect. If [k is taken as the positive branch in the complex

k-plane with a branch cut introduced along the negative axis, then from

the definition of wI and w
2

in (10) it is readily seen that

(15)

and that they have no other zeros in the cut plane. On the other hand,

where

(I7)
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Hence the two zer,~s of A 2(k) are (i) real and unequal (K 3 < 1<0< '\)

for a<1 (or 4<M·g-); (ii)realandequal("'3="'4=~0) for a=1

and (iii) complex conjugate (~3= "'4) for a>l. These different

regions of a will be seen to correspond to different types of flows.

The curve a = 1 is a hyperbola in the n U -plane, dividing the regions

a <1 and a>l, as shown in Fig. 1. Again, from (10) and (16) it

can be seen that in the complex k-plane cut along the negative axis,

and (04 has no zero in the cut plane.

for a>O (18 )

Thus, the singularities of the integrand in (11) or (12) are

clearly all removable. Consequently the integrand of (11) or (12) is

an analytic function of the complex variable k, regular everywhere

in the cut plane. It can also be seen that the integral in (12) integ-

rated along the real k converges uniformly in any finite closed

interval of x and t excluding the point x= 0; the same statement

holds true for the integral in (11) (in fact it converges also absolutely

for y<O). In view of this analytical behavior of the integrand, the

path of integration for these integrals may be defo.rmed into a new

contour in the complex k-plane as long as the integral converges.

Needless to say, when a term of the integrand which has a non-

removable singularity is integrated separately along the real k-axis,

its integral may be interpreted as its Cauchy principal value.
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3. The Limiting Solution as t - 00

In the above integral repre sentation of the solution, ~ and H

are actually the fundamental solution of the problem, only with the

time oscillating term exp(i.CH) factored out. Therefore, on physical

grounds, one would expect that at least under certain general condi-

tions, ~(x, y, t) and H(x, t) will tend to a limit which is independent

of t as t - too. Their respective limit as such will first be calcu-

lated by applying the Tauberian theorem. For simplicity, the analysis

will be presented only for H; the result for ¢ , however, will be

given in the last section. Since the two terms in the integrand of (9b)

have different behavior, they are considered separately. Rewrite (9b)

as

( 19a)

with

1
2rri

'ds .
s

(b>O) ( 19b)

J
OO ok

1 e- 1 x kdk

:: z:rr (Uk-ntis)2_ gk '
a

e
ikx

kdk

(Uktfi-is)2_ gk

( 19c)

The Tauberian theorem (see Ref. 3, p. 187). when applied to this

problem, may be stated as follows. Omitting the subscript for the

moment, if

lim G(s, x):: F(x)
s - Ot

exists, (20a)
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then

lim H(?" t) = F(x)
t - +00

if. and only if

for fixed x (ZOb)

t

~ I ~
o

oH
a-:rd'l:' - 0 as t - +00 with x fixed. (ZOe)

To evaluate the limit of G
l
(s. x) ass - 0+, one may neglect

higher' powers of s other than the terms necessary to keep the

integral convergent. Thus.

lim. Gl(s,x) = 2~
s- 0+

e- ikx kdk

I
oo

-ikx
= _1 p _e--=-_

ZlT Al
o

i
kdk -ZlT

I , J00 ZU s{k-a I(. ) e-
ikx

lJJJIl 0

s -0+ .A 2+ [2Us{k-a K ))2
o 1 0

kdk

(Zl)

where P denotes the Cauchy principal value of the integral, and

AI' a. ~ 0 are given by (13), (14). Since Al{k) has only two

simple zeros at I'< 1 and 1<2' with 0 < r<.l <a K. o < K. Z (see Eq. 13),

the above principal value exists for all a>O. Now

pI00 _e~-_ikr::-x"T 1
(k) kdk = Z

0..1\1 U (K,Z-K. l )

The integral of the form
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P J00 ~e:--_i_k,":"x_
k-K-

o

dk, K. > 0. ,

can be evaluated by means of a complex integral. We construct in

the complex k- plane a closed contour consisting of the original path

along the positive real axis which is broken at ~ (as required by its

principal value), a semiCircle of small radius E indented below

for x > 0 (or indented above r\, for x < 0), a large semiCircle of

radius Ik I = R below (or above) the real axis for x>O (or x < 0)

and a return to k = 0 by the negative real axis. By Cauchy's theorem,

the integral along the closed contour is zero. Upon passing to the

limit R - 00, € -- 0, the contribution from the E -Circle ac-

counts for half the residue. Finally, one obtains

-ikx
e
k - J(,

-il<.x -iJ(x JOO
dk = - 1T i s gn x e + e

r(

i 1') x
e

dr)

where sgn x= 1 for x >0 and -1 for x <0. Hence

J
OO ok-1 x

P _e~__

Al (k)
o

(22a)

i11 xe
dr)-

-i /(,1 xl 00

- J<.l e

~
1

ir)x
e (22b)
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This function L(x) represents the local effect which levels off

rather fast from the ,origin. For, by integrating (Z2b) by parts, one

obtains

N

L
n=l

a C'"

n! -(n+ 1)
(ix)

(I<. n_ It n)
Z 1

(ZZc)

in which the proper choice of N depends on the value of x. L(x)

thus behaves like x-
Z

for x large. However, L(x) has a logarith-

mic singularity at x= 0; this is because first, H(x, t) is a singular

solution and second, the surface tension of the interface is being

neglected.

To evaluate the limit of the second integral in (Zl), the range

of integration may be reduced to two short stretches: from K. -€1

to ~1+€ andfrom ;(.Z-E to J(,Z+€' for outside these two short

stretche s the integrand tends to zero uniformly. Within the se stretche s

one may approximate exp( -ikx) by exp( -i K.
1

x) or exp( -i K.Zx),and

(k-aK. ) by (K.
1
-uK.) = -Z()( 1t 1)1/Z or (K.Z-aK-) = Z(~ It

Z
)l/Z.

o 0 0 • 0 0

. l/Z l/Z
Denoting the positive quantIty (Ito 1'(,1) or (K, 0 I<-Z) by B, then

the limit of the second integral in (Zl)

=
'IT (Z3)
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Substituting (ZZ) and (Z3) into (Zl), one obtains

F 1(x)
'(1 + ) '[ -i/(,1 x -ittzX) += l' G ( ) = 1 sgn x '" ...1m 1 . s, x Z '" 1e - ,,, Z

s- 0+ zu (J{i-J<l)

(Z4)

The above limit is valid for all u>O since K, 1 f K,Z (actually

K. Z - )(,1 .::::> 4 ~0 ,J'f'+a). Aside from the local effect L(x), F 1(x)

represents two waves, having wave length A. 1= Zrr/Jt 1 and A. Z= 2rr/1t 2 '

both propagating on the downst.ream side.

Next we show that the necessary and sufficient condition (ZOe) is

satisfied by H1(x. t). From (19) and (12) one can derive

ro

By using Jk as a new variable, the integration can be carried out to

*yield

where

-in t
e - 3/2 { ,.-;- z '132

IUt-xl J¥{1-2i13 )e-
l

•

• [ ± c ([f p) + i S ([fp) ] + p} .

t / l/Z13 = T (g IUt-x I) •

C and S denote the Fresnel integrals defined as usual (Ref. 4) and

* It should be remarked that oHI/ot and oHZ/at are bounded near
the point x= Ut if the surface tension is also taken into account. In
either case, however, H is always bounded near x= Ut.
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the + sign is for x < Ut, the - sign, for x> Ut. For x fixed

andt large, 13
2 ~ gt/4U, then the asymptotic expansions of C and

S can be used to give

as t-oo. (25)

Hep.ce, to evaluate the limit (ZOe), the interval of integration can be

divided into two parts, from "t' = 0 to T in which HI itself is

bounded, and frorrl "t' = T to t in which the above asymptotic re-

presentation is valid. Upon integration by parts in both intervals,

one obtains

tlJ ,.,.. aH l
t ~ a"t' d"t'

o

x fixed. (26)

Therefore, it follows from the Tauberian theorem that as t - 00,

Hl(x,t)-Fl(x).

Next, the expression for H
2

(x, t) will be treated separately

for the ca se s a. < I, a. = 1 and a. > 1 .

3. 1 The case a <1.

After neglecting the small terms with
Z

s in G Z(s, x) of (19),

lim GZ(s, x) = Z~
s - 0+ Joo ikx

P ~z(k)
o

kdk+ 2
i
rr J

00 .( ) ikx
1. . Z Us k+a K. e k
1m 0 d'.:.<

s - 0+ 0 A;+ [2Us(k+ar(.o~2

(27)
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In this case (a. < 1) J\.2(k) has two simple zeros at It 3 and K. 4 on

the real axis, these integrals can be calculated in a manner similar

to the above analysis. The following results are readily verified.

J
OO 'k ,,.,',.,

1 X . l'''4x l'''3x .e _ 11' 1 sgn x - .
p A kdk- Z [~4e -K. 3 e ]+L(X,K.3"'(.4),

2 U (/(;4-1(,3)
o (28a)

the last term of (27) :::

where T,(x) denotes the complex conjugate of L(x) given by (2Zb).

Hence

(Z9)

It can also be proven that HZ(x, t) satisfies condition (ZOe) for a. < 1.

Therefore for a. < 1 and t - 00, H(x, t)- H(x) ::: F I (x) + F Z(x)

so that

for x>O,

for x <0 •

(30)

In the above expression the local effect [L(x; K.1' K. Z)+ L(x; 1<.3' K. 4 )J/21T
are omitted for both x> 0 and x < O.
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3.Z The case 0.>1.

In this case AZ(k) has two simple zeros which are complex

conjugate. Hence to obtain the limit of GZ(s, x) as s -- 0+, s may

be neglected altogether, for the resulting integral still converges.

Write

r(, = K-
o

[1+i(0.-1)1!2J
2

= x,o[2-a+2i(0.-1)1!2] for 0.>1.

(31 )

Here R.er<.>O, = 0 or <0 for 1<0.<2, 0.=2 or 0.>2. Now, from (19c)

1 J00 e
ikx

kdklim G 2(s, x) = -.:-.=z
s-O+ 2'ITU (k-l'(,)(k-tt)

o

If one chooses a closed contour bounded by the first quadrant for

x >0, or the fourth quadrant for x< 0, and applies the theorem of

residues, one readily obtains

for x>o,

(32)

= for x<O

where m=l for 1<0.<2, m=1/2 for 0.=2 and m=O for 0.>2;

also the above integrals are interpreted as their Cauchy principal

value when a. = 2. In any case, however, the first term is proportional

to exp( - 2 r;;::T Ji
o
Ix j) and hence falls off exponentially away from

x= O. The second term again has a logarithmic singurarity at x= O.
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For I xl large, however, Watson's lemma (Ref. 5) can be applied to

these integrals to yield

Furthermore, it can also be shown that HZ(x, t) satisfies (20c) in

this case. Therefore for a> land t - 00, H(x, t) - H(x) where

. [ -i ~lx -i ItZXJ -z
H(x) ~ 1 ~ 1 e - It Ze + O(x ) for positive large x ;

g Jl+a
(33)

for negative large x.

3.3 The case a =1 .

As a-I, both (30) and (3Z) become meaningless. This result

would imply that no steady state limit of HZ(x, t) really exists when

a =1 (4.Cl U =g), To see this, we put

a = 1 so that

and further introduce the nondimensional quantitie s

u = kl rt ,
o

l;; = It x
o '

"1: = U t<. t,
o z = s/u 1-<' •o

then from (19), after neglecting the terms in
2

s ,

iu~ de u u

(u-l)2- 2iZ (u+l)

1 JOO iu~
2nU2 e

o
[ ( ~li ] udul-exp -lfUTIT "1:) 2'

(u-l)
(34)
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For 't' large, the most significant contribution to this integral is

seen to come from a neighborhood of u:: 1. Thus, one may divide

the interval into two parts: from u =0 to 2 and from 2 to 00;

the second integral can be estimated, upon integration by parts, to

be of O( or-I 12
) for I~ I > O. For the fir st integral, one may expand

the integrand about the point u=l, hence for I~I>O and 't' large

with (u-l) = 2vlF ,

For general value s of ~ IF , this integral can be expre ssed in

terms of the Fresnel integrals. However, in the region Ii; I«P;; .

exp(2i~ vi ft) may be neglected, then

valid for 0 < Ixl« 2U (Utig) 1/2, so that in this region HZ grows

beyond all bounds as t - 00. It can also be shown that for

Ix I » 2U (ut/g)1/2

HZ(x, t) '" - (~:tz dx exp { i (:~z + 4;~: - i)} [1+ O(",-I/Z)J
(35b)



3 3/2

b =!!... (~) ;
1 g I< 1
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4. An Alternative Method of Obtaining the Limiting Solution

An alternative method to calculate the limit of H(x, t) as

t - +00 is by deforming the original path of integration (taken along

the real k-axis) into an appropriate contour in the complex k-plane

along which the transient wave s that de pend on time die out as

t -II> +00. Considering the behavior of col' COz and (.03 near their

zeros, one can derive from (10) and (13)-(18) that

l/Z

C01(k)=a 1(k-l<1)-b 1(k-1<1)Zt ... , a1=U [(1+11) ::J

3 3/2

b = Q.. (1'<0) ;
3 g 1<3

(36)

Thus, a l and a
Z

are positive for a>O; but a
3
>O, a

4
<0 for

0< a <1, they vanish at a = 1 and become complex conjugate for

a>l. Consider now the terms depending on t in (lZb). In a neighbor

hood of 1'<1' !exp(ico1t)l,..J exp(-altIm(k-~l)J which diminishes

exponentially as t - too only for 1m (k- I< 1) >0. Also, near k = j( Z'

!exp(iCA>zt)1 = exp(-aztlm(k-J<.Z)]-O as t-+oo for Im(k-"Z»O.

As t- +00 with O<a<l, however, lexp(ico 3t) 1- 0 near j(.3 for

1m (k- '(3»0 and near K, 4 for 1m (k- 1<-4)<0. Consequently, the
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integration' path for the fir st two terms in (12b) may be deformed

into a contour C l2 which consists of the positive real k-axis indented

above at f<, I and /(,2; the path for the last two terms in (12b) may

be deformed into C 34 which consi sts of the po sitive real k-axis in

dented above at K, 3 and indented below at "4 (see Fig. 2). It can

be shown that the terms containing t integrated along the aforemen-

tioned contour tend to zero as t -+ +00 (the details of the proof,

similar to those de scribed in Ref. l, will be omitted here). Finally

one obtains for 0 < a < l, H(x, t) - H(x) as t - +00, where H(x)

is defined by the contour integral

(37)

These contour integrals can be evaluated by applying the theorem of

residues as follows. Construct for the first integral a closed contour

r 1 which consists of C 12 and a large semicircle i k I =R in the

lower half plane for x>O (or in the upper half plane for x<O, as

required by the behavior of exp (-ikx)) and back to the origin along

the negative real axis. For the second integral a similar closed con-

tour r
2

is constructed, only here the large semicircle is in the

upper half plane for x>O, or in the lower half plane for x <0. By

passing to the limit R - 00, one obtains again the solution (30).

For a> 1, 1'\ 3 and "'4 become complex conjugate, hence

C 34 may be deformed back to the real axis. In this case one also

obtains the solution (33).
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It is noted that when a =I, this method also indicates that no

steady state limit of the integral containing (1)3 exists because in

this case the expansion of 0)3 near 1\ 3 and "'4 starts with the

quadratic term (k- (
3

)2, (k- t(.4)2 so that exp (i co3t) does not

tend to zero everywhere on the indentations as t - +00. Its time

behavior then should be calculated separately, such as was done in

the previous section.

5. Asymptotic Behavior of the Solution for Large Time

Consideration will .be given here to the range of validity of

the asymptotic representation of the solution for large time. The

analysis presented below will be a first approximation. For con-

venience, rewrite (l2b) as

4

H(x, t) = h (x) + L h (x, t) ,o n
n=l

(38a)

1
h (x) =-

o 2rr
pSOO {~e-ikx

Al (k)
o

+ _e_
i
_
k

_
x
_ }

J\ 2(k)
kdk, (38b)

( I)n+l pfOO if -ikx+ iw t
dkn

n= 1, 2,h (x t) =- e
n' 4rr con

0

(38c)

= (-It+
l pfOO ]I ikx+ iw t

dkn
n=3,4.e

4rr ron
0

(In fact the operation indicated by P is not needed for n=4.)



The integrals of (38b) have been evaluated in Section 3 (see Eqs.

2Za, 28a); hence, with the local elevation near the origin again neg-

lected, the result is

21

{

-ir(lx -i~2x
. K,e -f(e

h (x) = 1 S gn x 1 2
o 2g ~

= for 0.>1.

(39)

In order to calculate the asymptotic value of hI (x, t). we

further decompose it as

J
r( -f

hi (x, t) = I +
o

exp i [ CO 1(k) t-kx)
--:-.;::..--:-:-::---:;... dk

4lT CI:l (k)
1

(40)

according to the order,

where E is a small positive quantity, chosen to be less than 1'\.1'

Substituting the expansion (36) into the expression for h 1Z ' one

obtains

21l"g~

i(a 1t-x) z-ib 1t zZ( Jdz
e 1 +O(z) - z

-i;< x

:: __i_K_l_e__
I
_ SOO

2g~ 0
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-i J< x
. ... 1
1" Ie,i"J _

2g~

where

{ (l-i)[C Ufr) +is U!rJ]+o(t-1!2)}
(41a)

(41 b)

with aI' b 1 given by (36), and C, S again stand for the Fresne 1

integrals. As t -00, 1 may be large (such as at x= 0) or small

(such as at x= a l t). However, Y is large in the region

, l/Z
Ix-alt I» (4b l t) ,where h 12 assumes the asymptotic value

i"J isgn(x-alt) r<.le-i~lx+O(t-1/2)
h

12
(x, t) = - -----

2g~
for

1/2
Ix-a 1t I » (4 b l t)

(42)

the sgn term appears since C and S are odd functions of their

l/Z
argument. In the region I x-a l t I « (4 bIt) where Y is small,

h
lZ

is of the order Y • On the other hand, the asymptotic value of

h
ll

and h 13 for large t can be calculated by applying the method

of stationary phase, as was carried out in detail in Section 5 of

Ref. 1. The final result in the present case is

h ....., O{t- l / Z)
11= for

h ..... 0 (t- 1/z)13= for
liz

(4 bIt)

- 1and they are otherwise of the order t . Therefore, for t large,

h1(x, t) has the same asymptotic value as h
lZ

of (42).

In a similar manner it can be shown that for t large,
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(43) .

where a 2 , b
2

are given by (36). The integral for h
3

nevertheless

has to be treated separately for 0<0.<1 and 0.>1. The £ina} result

for 0 <a < 1 can be shown to be

i sgn (xta
3

t) i /( x / 1/2
h

3
(x, t) ~ "'3 e 3 to(t-1 2) in Ixta3tl»(4b3t) •

2g~
(44a)

i sgn (xta
4

t) i K. x / 1/2K-
4

e 4 to(t- 1 2) in Ixta4tl»(4b4t) ;
2g~

whereas for 0.>1,

On the other hand, for all positive a,

In these equations, a
3

, a
4

, b
3

, b
4

are again given by (36). The

asymptotic expressions for h
2

and h
3

in the regions not given above

are omitted here because they are of less importance.

In summary, by combining the above results, one obtains

finally that for 0<0.<1 and t large, H(x, t) has the following com-

ponent waves:
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in

il<Z -iK x / l/Z'e 2 +O(t- 1 2) in
g~

O<x<a2t-(4 bzt} •

(46)

+
il<.4 i'( 4x

+O(t- 1/ 2) in 1/2e O<x<-a4t-(4b4 t) •
g~

in
i,{,3

+-...,......=....gF
( ) -lizand H x, t is of the order t outside the se regions. However.

for a> 1 and t large, the last two components then drop out and

only the first two components remain.

As t ~ +00, the regions in which these waves propagate ex..

tend to infinity and all transient waves who se amplitude de pends on

t diminish. It is in this manner that the limiting solution H(x) for

a 11. as was obtained previously, is approached.

The asymptotic behavior of the solution when .a = I is already

discussed in Sec. 3.3.

6. Discussion of the Result

Consider the fundamental case: if

p (x) = p g B a (x) ,
o

a(x) = Dirac de lta function.

(47)

(here B has the dimension of area). then



int'P (x, y, t) = g Bell» (x, y, t), in t
~ (x, t) =g Be H(x, t). (48)

25

Moreover, we are interested at present in the behavior of the solu-

tion as t - +00. In what follows the local effect which is important

only near the origin will be omitted. The £ollowing case s will be dis-

cussed.

(1) 0< a <1 and t --- +00.

In this case the solution (48) becomes

~ iBK. 3 ei (K. 3x+flt)

~

for x>O,

for X<O.

(49)

The corresponding solution of cp is

B
[ .

"ly-i( Itlx-.fl t) K.Zy-i(1\: zx-a t)J
'P~-~ ~e +Jgltz e

l+a

for X>O, (50)

J(3y + i (K 3x+.flt)
e for X<O.

The solution above may be interpreted physically by taking its real

or imaginary part. In this case there are three wave trains on the

downstream side, but only one wave propagates upstream. The wave

with exp(Hl t - i 1<. 1x) has wave length'}.l = Ztrl r\ l' amplitude
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Al = B K / .[l+; ; its phase velocity is c 1 =D/r<v 1 = U 0.(~ _1)-2,

and its group velocity is c g1 =(dro1/dk)k="I=a 1 (with a 1 givenby

Eq. 36), both velocities being referred to the fixed applied surface

force. Similar computations can be made for the other waves.

These results may be collected as follows:

A = 2"
1 J{ 1

A = 2lT
2 J(. ,

2

A =~
3 " '3

A =~4 ;( ,
4

BK
4A =--___

4 ~'

c=uJl+·o.+l
1 ~-''Ill +0.-1

u~.
cgl=a{ r;-;-- ,

'11 1 +0.-1

(5la)

(51 b)

u~
C :: -a :: - -....;..--

g3 3 1-~

(51c)

(51 d)

In the above, c g3 and c g4 take the value of (-dro3/dk) at 1'\.3 and

"4 respectively (as can be seen from Eq. l2b). Positive values of

c indicate the wave propagation in the direction of positive x

(or downstream side), otherwise the propagation is upstream. Thus,

waves 1 and 2 propagate toward downstream on the downstream

side, wave 4 pro pagate s toward upstream on the downstream side,

while wave 3 propagates toward upstream on the upstream side. On

the other hand, the group velocity, arising from the dispersion



phenomenon, has the important physical significance that the wave

energy is transmitted at the rate c g ' The above values of c g

for the different wave s are certainly consistent with the previous

re sult of the wave extent in space for large time (see Eq. 46). It

may be noted, however, that c4 and c g4 are opposite in sign;

this is due to the special coordinate system to which they are being

referred. With respect to the fluid at rest, for example, C and

c g of these waves all have the same sign. More precisely, one has

the relation:

21

1
c - U = - (c - U)gn . 2 n '

n= 1, 2, 3,4 (52)

which means that the group velocity is half the phase velocity when

both are referred to the fluid at rest, a well-known result for

gravity waves (Ref. 2).

As to the relative magnitudes of the above quantities, one

may note that

Hence,

for O<a<l. (53a)

(53b)

(53d)

1/2 1/2
cgl>U[(l+a)/a] >Cg2 , ICg31>U~1-a)/aJ > Cg4 '

(53e)
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From the viewpoint of energy conservation (see also Ref. 2,

p. 415), the work done per unit time (the power) by the external

disturbance in order to maintain this motion must be equal to the

energy transmitted, at the rate c g , to the se wave s. In other words,

since the extent of the se wave s enlarge s at the rate I c
gn

I for time

large (see Eq. 46) and the wave energy per unit area is

1 2
En ='2 p g An' the work done by the disturbance in unit time must be

(1 + ~)( 1 + a ) for
4~

O<a<l .

(54)

Because of the complicated interference between the translatory and

oscillatory motion, it is not clear how to divide W into two parts,

each separately to be associated with these two types of motion.

(2) a>l and t--+oo

In this case the waves 3 and 4 in (49) and (50) disappear

while the other two wave s remain. Aside from this point, the re st

of the discussion given above still holds true. The work done in

unit time to maintain this type of motion is

2

w= ;Z
n= 1

for a> 1. (55)

The value W /(i P g3 B
2

U- 3) given by (54) and (55) is plotted in

Fig. 3 as a function of a. Its value increases from 2 very slowly

for 0<a<0.8 and then increases rapidly as a approaches unity;

for a> 1, it increases linearly from the value 5/4.
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(3) 0.= 1 and 1:=gt/4U large, the "resonance" case.

In this case the first two terms with 00
1

and (.02 in (12b)

(combined to give HI in Sec. 3) still, of course, lead to the same

asymptotic solution as before, which are the first two waves in

(46) except that now

The other two terms in (lZb), combined to become HZ' has the

asymptotic representation (35). Thus, with the order terms

omitted,

~(x, t)::' i B I< 0 3 II-4 exp f -i K 1 ( x-(3 + ZJ2) UtJ} in O<x «(Z+[2) Ut,

1/2

m !xl«ZU (~t)

- i B K- 0 3 If+ 4 exp { -i ~ 2 ( x-(3 - 2 [2) UtJ} in

1/2

+Blt o (~) exp HI~2 (x+ Ut) + ~ ]}

O<x«(2- [2) Ut,

(56)

The corresponding solution of <p is

- Bg 2;J2 exp fKzY-iK Z [X-(3-2[2)UtJ}

1/2

-~ (-:IT) exp {ltoY+iKo(X+Ut)-i ~}

in 0 <x «(2+.[2) Ut ,

in 0< x «(2- [2) Ut,

(
Ut ) 1/2

In Ixl «2U g

(57)
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This asymptotic solution shows that, in addition to the two waves on

the downstream side.. there is a wave propagating with phase velocity

U in the upstream direction in a relatively shorter region on both

side s of the pre ssure disturbance, the aTIlplitude and the extent of this

wave both increase at the rate proportional to t 1/2. The physical ex~

planation for this "resonance" phenomenon is believed to be that the

energy carried away by the waves is less than that of the total energy

input to maintain the exte'rnal disturbance so that the amplitude of the

last wave increases with time. Since the extent of the last wave of

(56) is S:: 4U(Ut/g)I/2

22/E :: p g B IV (gt 2nU) ,
o

and the wave energy per unit area is

the total work done in unit time by the ex-

ternal disturbance at a:: 1 is therefore equal to d (S E)/dt, or

l/Z

[(!h) + O( 1)] for gt » 4U. (58)

Besides the above cases, two other special cases are of

intere st:

(4) 11-0 and U>O.

In thi s limiting ca se, a - 0 and

.Hence (49) and (50) reduce to

~(x) :: - 2 B (g/U
Z

) sin (gx/U
2

) for x> 0, (59)

<P(x,y):: - 2B(g/U) exp(gy/U
Z

) cos (gx/U
2

) for x>O, (60)
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and they are both of the order x for negative large x. This re-

sult is indeed well known (see for example, Ref. 2). The wave re-

sistance R of this motion is readily found to be given by

31

(61)

which is twice the limit of W in (54) as a -+ O. This discrepancy

is believed due to the fact that the two waves 1<. 2 and K
4

coalesce and become one wave with its amplitude doubled, whereas

W is quadratic in the amplitude.

(5) U=O and J1>0.

If U is taken to be zero from the beginning, then from (13)

2 2
and (16) .1\.1 = A Z = - g (k - n Ig); consequently "1 = J( 3 = 11 Ig

and K 2 and 1<4 drop out from the analysis. The final result,

with the local effect again neglected, is

<P(x, y. t) = - Bn exp { J12y/g + i (il t - 112
Ix I/g)

(62)

(63)

which is the result given by Green (Ref. 6) and Stoker (Ref. 7).

Here one obtains only the out-going waves which propagate with

phase velocity c =gin and group velocity c g =c/z. The work done

by the external disturbance in unit time is

1 Z 3
W = 2 c g E = 2' p B .n

which is independent of g.

(64)
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It should be pointed out, however, that the limit of (49) and

(50) as U'-"+ 0 for 12 >0 cannot be directly obtained. to agree with

(62) and (63), nor can (54) be reduced to (64). But this difficulty

can be overcome by taking into account also the effect of superposi~

tion of p (see Ref. 1) or the capillary effect. If p is distributed
o 0

over an area on the surface, or if surface tension is included, then

it can be shown that (49) and (50) tend to (62) and (63) as U -lio-O.
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